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3. A man born in 1975 with Dutch citizenship moved to the Netherlands in December 
2014. He had lived with his family in Norway since 2005. His latest activity plan, valid 
from 04.02.14 to 30.06.14, was that the NAV office should follow him up closely in 
order to obtain work practice and work. NAV stopped the WAA when he moved to the 
Netherlands. 

When he moved he had been receiving WAA from October 2012. His previous work was as 
a salesman of trucks and construction machinery. He had an injury in his right foot that 
prevented him from doing heavy physical work and walking long distances. The condition 
was stabilized and he was no longer under active medical treatment. NAV considered that at 
the time he moved, he was only in need of a short period of occupational measures to be 
able to obtain work he was medically able to perform. NAV`s position was that he could start 
quickly with such occupational measures, for example work practice, when he lived in 
Norway.   Here he could participate in one of the occupational measures existing at his NAV 
office or take advantage of the cooperation between his NAV office and the local labor 
market to obtain work practice.  On the other hand we had no access to such measures in 
the Netherlands.  
 
Even though he didn’t interrupt a formal activity plan because it was expired, he broke with 
the possibility to start with new appropriate activities.  This means that he didn’t fulfill the NIA 
§ 11-8, where he is obliged to contribute to establish an appropriate activity plan and to 
participate in the agreed activities. NAVs decision was affirmed by the National Insurance 
Court in July 2017.  
 
 
APPROVALS 
 

1. A man born in 1972 with Swedish citizenship moved to Sweden in September 2017. 

The distance he moved was 35 km from Halden in Norway to Strömstad in Sweden. 

His activity plan, valid from 03.03.16 to 31.12.17, was to complete a supported 

employment scheme aiming at obtain suitable work.  

He found that he could travel by car from his residence in Sweden to the social enterprise in 
Norway, 30 minutes by car each way. He did not interrupt his activities.  NAV continued the 
WAA and he continued in the supported employment scheme. 
  

2. A man born in 1981 with Norwegian citizenship wanted to move to Sweden in 

September 2017. His activity plan from 12.12.16 to 30.06.18 was to complete 

pharmacy studies at a university in Sweden. He had until now followed this study 

from Norway as it was a distance study with meetings in Sweden only four times a 

year.   

He did not interrupt his activities by moving to Sweden. NAV continued the WAA and he is 
completing his studies and activity plan in Sweden.  
 




